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Projected Round: 3-4

NICO SIRAGUSA
SAN DIEGO STATE
Height: 6‘4“
40 yd Dash: 5.35

Weight: 319
Arms: 33.5”
Combine:
3 Cone: 7.71
20 yd Shuttle: 4.56

Pros:
- Quick feet for big bodied guard
- Barrel chested and strong upper body
- Decent hip flexibility
- Good posture and technique in pass blocking
- Strong anchor to keep pocket depth
- Good initial pad level
- Strong contact in running game, strong hands
- Hip drive and good pop in movement

Vert: 32”

Cons:
- Limited top end athleticism
- Some hip stiffness and speed issues
- Gets too tall after snap
- Struggles to pull to the right

Summary: Nico Siragusa is a redshirt senior guard prospect from San Diego State who was named to the
AP All-American Third Team this past season. Siragusa had offers out of high school to larger schools,
but chose to stay close to his family in San Diego. Siragusa is a burly, strong guard prospect with a
massive upper body and a svelte lower body. The San Diego native is a good athlete, with good hip
flexibility and good pop to his game. He doesn’t have great long speed to get out in front of plays or
chase down linebackers, but he’s quick in the short area and shows an ability to get to the 2nd level when
asked. His technique is solid, starting with a good pad level and making strong contact with short choppy
steps in the running game. At times he gets too high and loses leverage and therefore power, but he’s
naturally strong and makes up for it. However this didn’t allow him to dominate at the Division II level as
consistently as one would hope. In pass protection, he’s alert and anchors well vs bull rushers. He misses
some stunts and blitzes and has some mental lapses but overall he’s a solid pass protector. Siragusa will
be a quality swing guard at the next level, having just enough speed and athleticism to play on the left
and enough power to play on the right. He’ll be a starter with the possibility of being an occasional pro
bowler. Teams should target Siragusa in the 3rd round and will be the start of the 2nd wave of interior
linemen off the board.

